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The clean air, smelling of spruce and moss
in the summer and of newly fallen snow in
winter, is unforgettable in Sweden. Written
by a full-time resident, this is the definitive
guide to Stockholm and the beautiful
archipelago close by. There are cities we
visit for their stunning beauty, others for
their cultural offerings, and still others for
their cuisine and fashionable bars. And
then there is Stockholm, a striking, vibrant
city with historic charm situated where lake
Malaren begins to mix with the Baltic Sea.
Its waters are so clean that you can go
swimming or fishing anywhere, even in the
heart of city. This beautiful city is spread
out over 14 islands that are tied together
with a filigree of deep blue waterways,
artsy tunnels, pedestrian-friendly bridges
and emerald-green park land. There is a
fascinating mix of architectural styles,
ranging from medieval, to Renaissance and
fin de siecle pomp in shades of yellow and
burnt ochre, with soft greens and every hue
of brown and finally to an almost brutal
modernism. In this 750-year-old city,
high-rise buildings made of glass and
concrete share the skyline with historic
ornate towers, turrets, church spires and
patina rooftops, all in a workable blend.
Todays multi-ethnic Stockholm boasts 70
museums, 100 art galleries, over 100 slott
(castles, palaces and manor houses). There
are some 1,500 restaurants, many of which
are run by award-winning chefs and, for a
city with a relatively short summer season,
an amazing number of establishments with
outdoor seating. If this is not enough to
entice visitors, there is an added attraction:
the unique and amazingly beautiful
archipelago, consisting of 24,000 islands
and islets (called skerrets) only 25 minutes
from the city center.
One third of
Stockholm is water, with Gamla Stan as a
divider between Lake Malaren and Lake
Saltsjon, which leads out to the archipelago
and the Baltic Sea. The narrow waterways
in between the small and large islands are
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perfect for leisurely paddling a rented
kayak or canoe. And for a unique fishing
expedition, just place yourself on a pretty
city bridge, fishing pole in hand, and look
down into the clear, sparkling and
pollution-free city waters. Fishing has been
allowed here since the 15th century and
today, in a most unusual fishing
environment, perch, pike, trout, salmon and
some additional 25 varieties of fish are
thriving. Art, culture, folklore, shopping,
walks, water sports and more. Each book
offers an ideal mix of practical travel info
along with activities. And the fun is for
everyone, no matter what their age or
ability.
Comprehensive
background
information - history, culture, geography
and climate - gives you a solid knowledge
of each destination and its people. Regional
chapters take you on an introductory tour,
with stops at museums, historic sites and
local attractions. Places to stay and eat;
transportation to, from and around your
destination; practical concerns; tourism
contacts - its all here! Detailed regional and
town maps feature walking and driving
tours. Then come the adventures - fishing,
canoeing, hiking, rafting, llama trips and
more. Never galloped along a beach on
horseback, trekked up a mountain,
explored ancient sites? Adventure Guides
include extensive lists of recommended
outfitters, with all contact details - e-mail,
website, phone number and location.
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Sweden: Archipelago Cycle Adventure - World Expeditions Shortly after the trip starts and you set sail right into
Stockholms archipelago! Learn or improve your sailing skills Eco lunch Swedish fika (coffee with pastries) Activities
in Stockholm, Sweden - Lonely Planet Sweden: Archipelago Cycle Adventure, a 6 day tour from Stockholm to then
continue by boat to Stockholm Day 6 - Cycle Stockholms Ecopark, trip concludes. Stockholm Adventures - Visit
Stockholm - The official guide Stockholm & the Swedish Archipelago (Travel Adventures) eBook: Elisabet Olesin: :
Kindle Store. Stockholm Adventures offers activities and guided tours with sailing, kayaking in the
archipelago,helicopter sightseeing, moose safaris, bicycle tours of Stockholm Adventures Sweden Cycling tour: Cycle
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Stockholms southern archipelago at your own 7 Hike on Fjardlang island to Tysta Klint, return to Stockholm (2hrs)
DAY 8 Trip Stockholm Adventures - TripAdvisor Aug 5, 2012 Stockholm Adventures: Sailing the Archipelago with
Fredrik and Margita - See 139 traveler reviews, 53 candid photos, and great deals for Stockholm, Sweden, We were on
a sailing trip for one day with Fredrik and Margita. Sweden: Archipelago Cycle Adventure by UTracks - TourRadar
Sail around Stockholms spectacular archipelago by yacht on this full-day sailing adventure! As you cruise, try sailing the
yacht yourself under the watchful ey Cycling Stockholms Archipelago Macs Adventure Sweden has an abundance of
experiences of nature for all occasions and tastes, from extreme adventures to utter peace in the wilderness. External
links. Getting to the West Coast archipelago Getting to the Stockholm Fjaderholmarna for example is only a 20 min
boat trip from central Stockholm. The archipelagoes Sweden: An archipelago adventure in the wilds of Stockholm
The Stockholm archipelago is a cluster of some 30000 islands, skerries and rocks and begins just a few minutes away
from the city of Stockholm. Stockholm Archipelago Sailing Adventure in Sweden - Lonely Planet Stockholm is a
modern, bustling and historic city spread over 14 islands and to experience the adventure for yourself and at your own
pace as you travel on Seal Safari Stockholm Adventures Mar 14, 2016 You will travel on a RIB speed boat until you
reach the outer islands where the seals During the tour, a fika (Swedish name for a warm drink Great kayaking tour! Review of Stockholm Adventures, Stockholm The archipelago in Stockholm is filled with islands, cobs and skerries,
all of which we will see on our Stockholm Archipelago Adventure Soak up the sun, go for a swim, take a walk on the
wild side in what is the Swedish equivalent to the setting of To get there from Stockholm, you travel on your own, by
ferry from the Stockholm Archipelago Cycle Adventure Sweden Holiday Guided and self guided tours in and around
Stockholm! Biking, kayaking, sailing, hiking, Swedish Skating Adventures 3 days. If you are an ice skating lover, 5
Days Archipelago Biking Adventure - Travel Gate Sweden Itinerary Biking and Hiking Packages in Stockholm
Archipelago Your archipelago adventure in Stockholm begins with a transfer from your accommodation in Stockholm
With Kids & Archipelago excursions - Travel With My Kids Sweden Cycling tour: Cycle Stockholms southern
archipelago at your own pace on by boat to Stockholm DAY 6 Cycle Stockholms Ecopark, trip concludes. Stockholm
Archipelago Sweden Cycling tour: Cycle Stockholms southern archipelago at your own Sweden: Archipelago Cycle
Adventure. trip overview trip notes & inclusions what Kayaking In Stockholm, An Exciting Adventure For Anyone!
Www Book your tickets online for Stockholm Adventures, Stockholm: See 139 All reviews kayak tour day sail roe
deer captain martin recommend this trip nice experience meatballs a lot of fun three hours central stockholm
archipelago moose. Sweden Archipelago Self Guided walking tour Sweden hiking Mar 14, 2016 A FULL DAY
SAILING IN THE ARCHIPELAGO. Climb onboard our Luxury 40-52 foot Yacht for a full day sailing in the
Stockholm Archipelago. Sailing on the Stockholm archipelago near the lighthouse 6 Days & 5 Nights Cycling
Stockholms Archipelago cycling, leisure cycling holidays in Sweden. Relaxed cycling in the Stockholm archipelago and
countryside. Kayaking Stockholm Adventures sweden: archipelago cycle adventure. TRIP COST. Joining Stockholm
: ?840. All prices are per person. OPTIONS &. SUPPLEMENTS. Single Supplement: ?110. Stockholm Adventures
(Sweden): Top Tips Before You Go Aug 18, 2015 archipelago, based on our sailing adventure in the Swedish
islands! If you start your trip from Stockholm, then one of the most convenient Stockholm & the Swedish
Archipelago (Travel Adventures) eBook Kayaking in Stockholm Archipelago, one day Relax on your own private
island Experience unspoiled Swedish nature See wildlife in its . Traveling with us. Stockholm Archipelago Adventure
(Public) OURWAY Tours Jun 24, 2011 Stockholm Adventures: Great kayaking tour! Stockholm, Sweden I signed
up for the one-day kayaking trip through the islands of Stockholm. Sailing Tour Stockholm Adventures Oct 12, 2016
Sweden: An archipelago adventure in the wilds of Stockholm. Europe: Off It seemed a good omen for this trip to the
heart of the archipelago. Winter in Stockholm - Visit Stockholm - The official guide Just moments out of the city the
archipelago begins, with almost 30,000 islands Why not take an overnight trip and make the most of the long days and
beautiful Swedish meals and find your own island to make your home for the evening. The Stockholm archipelago:
Your guide to Swedens secret world of Apr 19, 2013 And its likely youll have the better part of an island to yourself
-- curiously few ever venture outside the boundaries of Stockholm. The Traveling Sailing Stockholm Archipelago, A
Sailing Adventure! Www Travel with kids : Stockholm with kids Stockholm Archipelago Sweden. Melaan (5) The
taste of adventure in a safe environment: a real treat for all ages!
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